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Overview  

 
 

Sailing has always been a unique sport, but can pose as a big challenge for people with disabilities. Since there 

is a lot of physical strength and hand movement required in operating lines, the sailbot allows a user to control 

the sailboat using a joystick. The sailbot will control the lines using winches and therefore a user doesn’t not 

need any physical strength or even a full hand to operate a sailboat.  

 

Community Boating has a wonderful program to assist as many disabled sailors as possible. The problem is that 

any boat that helps a user control lines or steer is either a special boat or takes a long time to set up. Currently, 

they own many common keel boats (sonars) but only have 1 boat that can assist a user in sailing. This means 

that they need one specific boat to use this feature. In addition, setting up this feature takes two hours and 

typically they only have 30 minutes to set up in between appointments.  

 

The RS venture connect is a sailboat that allows the user to control the steering of a boat with a joystick or 

through a straw. This is done by a winch controlling the tiller and changes depending on the user input. The 

difference between sailbot and the RS venture is that the sailbot is an attachment to any sonar, while the RS 

venture is an entire sailboat. Their patents do not apply to a portable add-on product and only apply to steering.  

 

Sailbot’s goal is to be able to help disabled sailors in a common sailboat (sonar) and be easy to install and use 

by anyone at the docks. The primary goal is to design a system for a sonar to be easily controlled by a disabled 

sailor who has trouble working the lines or steering.  The next important goal is to have this product be quick 

and easy to switch between different sonars.  The challenge will be to keep everything contained in a single 

unit, while still having enough torque to operate sail lines in heavy wind conditions. After these goals are 

achieved, the first reach goal would be to have multiple ways to control the sailbot’s steering (using one’s foot 

instead of a joystick). Another possible reach goal would be to apply sailbot to other types of sailboats or add 

communication and feedback to the user. 

 

Preliminary Customer Requirements (CR)  

 
1) The most important requirement is to be easy for the sailor to use. They should not have to control more than 

3 buttons and have an easy to use joystick. 

  

2) The Sailbot must be able to work on the 23 ft sonars at the boathouse.  

 

3) The sailbot should not take more than 15 minutes to assemble on the boat. 

 

4) The sailbot must have a way the instructor can take over (an override joystick) and must work in 12-15 knot 

wind (8 is minimum but 12-15 is perfect). 

 


